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1 HIAG

HIAG is a leading real estate company listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange with an investment 
property portfolio worth a total of CHF 1.93 billion. HIAG focuses on sustainable development 
and the active management of its properties. HIAG‘s market area covers the whole of Swit-
zerland.

HIAG is active in the real estate market in German- and French-speaking Switzerland. Its in-
vestment property portfolio consists of numerous sites and a project pipeline with an expec-
ted investment volume of CHF 3.1 billion. When it comes to the further development of its 
portfolio, HIAG relies on its strength as a listed real estate company with a strong entrepre-
neurial anchor shareholder and its open corporate culture dominated by short decision-ma-
king processes and a high level of client orientation.1
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1 The key figures provided in this section refer to 31 December 2022.

1.1 HIAG‘s three business 
 areas
Site development 
Site development is one of HIAG‘s core 
competencies. The focus falls on the long-
term development of large former industrial 
sites. HIAG generates new regional econo-
mic power and a direct increase in the value 
of its own portfolio through higher densities 
of use and future-oriented utilisation con-
cepts. HIAG‘s sites often have great local 
significance. HIAG addresses the associa-
ted complexity through integral and dialo-
gue-based development processes. This 
creates added value for HIAG and all stake-
holders involved.

Portfolio/asset management
HIAG attaches great importance to perso-
nal contact with tenants, authorities and 
other stakeholders. Its focus on a predo-
minantly internal management and careta-
king approach provides the best conditions 
for this. Together with a broadly diversified  
tenant mix, this approach contributes to 
long-lasting customer relationships and a 
steady rental income base.

Transactions 
HIAG continuously optimises the quality and 
earning power of its investment property port-
folio with targeted transactions. Acquisitions 
and disposals complement organic growth 
and contribute to long-term value creation. 
Proceeds from the sale of properties and  
development projects are used for value-en-
hancing investments in the sense of «capital 
recycling».
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1.2 Integrated sustainability strategy
Comprehensive reporting is used to collect 
key sustainability indicators and create the 
prerequisites for further optimisation. The 
comprehensive data is communicated public-
ly in the annual sustainability report.

Detailed information on HIAG‘s current sus-
tainability initiatives can be found in the latest 
sustainability report. This is available here.

HIAG creates actual added value with con-
crete initiatives and sustainability goals. The 
degree to which these goals are achieved is 
evaluated regularly, communicated within the 
framework of sustainability reporting, and 
supplemented by new goals. The implemen-
tation of the sustainability agenda is a funda-
mental element in the calculation of manage-
ment‘s remuneration.

HIAG is convinced that sustainable business 
conduct is a basic prerequisite for long-term 
economic success. Consequently, sustaina-
bility is a key component of all business ac-
tivities. The refinement of the sustainability 
strategy in 2021 further underlined this posi-
tion.

In this way, the concept of sustainability is 
integrated in the form of concrete measures 
into all existing processes along HIAG‘s ent-
ire value chain. This inclusive approach is se-
cured through contractual clauses, codes of 
conduct, and internal guidelines and require-
ments, both internally and vis-à-vis contrac-
ting partners, and is monitored by HIAG. The 
potential for optimisation is analysed and ad-
dressed in regular reviews.

HIAG site «The Hive» in Meyrin (GE)
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HIAG‘s sustainability policy 

In its «Sustainable building manifesto», HIAG has 
laid down the cornerstones of its understanding 
of sustainability for new buildings and comple-
te renovations. The manifesto summarises the 
aspects relevant to HIAG in six principles and 
defines HIAG‘s certification strategy.

The six principles of the manifesto are:
 — Resilience to the impacts of climate change
 — Optimal accessibility and strengthening of 

sustainable mobility
 — High quality of stay and safety
 — Energy-efficient and low-emission infratruc-

ture
 — High flexibility of use
 — Consideration of social needs

Code of conduct for business partners

In order to live up to its responsibility as an et-
hical and honest company, HIAG obliges its 
business partners to comply with the code of 
conduct for business partners and their sub-
contractors. The code describes the expected 
business conduct and defines the standards 
that are to be respected and shared. Adherence 
to ethical standards forms the basis of business 
relations.

The code of conduct for contracted business 
partners and their subcontractors is available 
online.

Ethical behaviour

HIAG has high expectations regarding the ethi-
cal and sustainable behaviour of its employees. 
Employees are expected to think and act re-
sponsibly in their work environment in the inter-
ests of HIAG and its stakeholders.

The internal employment regulations, the code 
of conduct for employees and HIAG‘s sustaina-
bility guideline serve as the foundation for this.

The sustainability guideline and code of conduct 
for HIAG employees are available online.

Sustainable building

You can find more information here.

You can find more information here.

You can find more information here.
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HIAG‘s sustainability policy 

Reduction path

The reduction path developed in the 2022 finan-
cial year marks a milestone in the further reduc-
tion of the greenhouse gas emissions in HIAG‘s 
yielding portfolio. For the purposes of further 
model refinement, the reduction path is revie-
wed and updated every year. This ensures that 
new findings and changing circumstances are 
taken into account in a timely manner.

On the basis of the reduction path, HIAG has 
set itself the following goals for reducing green-
house gas emissions in the yielding portfolio (cf. 
sustainability goal 2022.1):

 — The Scope 1 emissions of the yielding port-
folio have to be reduced by 85% per m2

ERA* 
2035, based on the 2021 values

 — The Scope 1 and 2 emissions of the yielding 
portfolio have to be reduced by 65% per 
m2

ERA* by 2035, based on the 2021 values.
 — By 2050, the Scope 1 and 2 emissions of 

the yielding portfolio have to be net  
0 kg/m2

ERA.

Green lease and facility management requirements

In order to comply with the inclusive sustainabi-
lity approach, HIAG holds its tenants and facility 
management service providers accountable via 
corresponding green lease clauses. This type 
of cooperation in a spirit of partnership creates 
specific social, economic and environmental ad-
ded value.

The contents of the green lease clauses are de-
termined in dialogue with the respective cont-
racting partners on the basis of property- and 
use-specific features. This results in efficient 
and targeted measures.

You can find more information here.
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2 Green Financing Framework
HIAG has commissioned an independent re-
view (Second Party Opinion, SPO). The Green 
Financing Framework expands HIAG‘s room 
for manoeuvre on the financial and capital 
markets and thus strengthens its position. 
In accordance with the GBP and GLP, the 
Green Financing Framework addresses the 
following issues: (2.1) Use of proceeds, (2.2) 
Process for project evaluation and selection, 
(2.3) Management of proceeds and (2.4) Re-
porting.

2.1 Use of proceeds

Proceeds from green financing are used by 
HIAG exclusively for the full or partial finan-
cing or refinancing of assets and projects that 
promote the transition to low-carbon, clima-
te-resilient and sustainable economies. The-
se assets («eligible green assets») must meet 
the categories and criteria described below. 
HIAG operates exclusively in the Swiss mar-
ket. The proceeds from green financing are 
therefore used exclusively to finance or re-
finance assets and projects in Switzerland. 
Only financing or refinancing of property, 
plant and equipment (without age restriction 
and with a development horizon of up to 5 ye-
ars) is eligible. This development horizon is 
necessary to ensure the financing of the often 
complex planning and approval processes in 
site development. The allocated income can-
not exceed the total value of the assets con-
cerned. In the financing process (e.g. in the 
issuing prospectus or term sheet), investors 
are informed of the assets taken into account 
at the time of financing in aggregated form 
per category. However, it is possible that the 
composition may change over the term (see 
chapter 2.3 Management of proceeds).

The construction and real estate sector 
plays a decisive role in achieving national and 
international sustainability goals. The Swiss 
building stock is responsible for around 
one-third of national CO2 emissions2. With 
15 million tonnes of construction waste per 
year, the sector is also responsible for over 
65% of the national waste volume3. It has a 
strong impact on social and ecological sys-
tems through the transformation of habitats 
and thus not only shapes our quality of life, 
but also affects biodiversity. Accordingly, the 
construction and real estate industry has sig-
nificant leverage when it comes to creating 
positive environmental, economical and so-
cietal effects. HIAG wants to face up to this 
responsibility and set an example. Thanks to 
future-oriented development projects and a 
responsible approach to existing properties, 
HIAG has significant leverage at its disposal 
to strengthen sustainable settlement de-
velopment. However, this Green Financing 
Framework focuses on the environmental 
aspects of HIAG‘s activities.

This Green Financing Framework is part of 
HIAG‘s corporate strategy and forms the 
basis for HIAG‘s green financing initiative. 
This includes, for example, green bonds and 
green loans. This Green Financing Frame-
work has been developed in accordance with 
the Green Bond Principles (GBP) published 
by the International Capital Market Associa-
tion (ICMA) in 2021 and the Green Loan Prin-
ciples (GLP) published by the Loan Market 
Association (LMA) in 2023. These principles 
are voluntary guidelines that promote trans-
parency and integrity in green financial inst-
ruments. This framework can be downloaded 
here. In order to ensure the quality, useful-
ness and compliance of this Green Financing 
Framework with national and international 
guidelines,

2 https://www.bfe.admin.ch/bfe/de/home/politik/energiestrategie-2050/erstes-massnahmenpaket/massnahmen-zur-steigerung-der-ener-
gieeffizienz.html 
3 Wälti C., Almeida J. 2016: Ent-Sorgen? Abfall in der Schweiz illustriert. Bundesamt für Umwelt, Bern. Umwelt-Zustand Nr. 1615: S.12. 5
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Eligibility criteria for eligible green assets  
and projects

GBP and
GLP categories

Green buildings Financing and refinancing of buildings and sites that 
meet the following certification criteria, among others:

 — Minergie (incl. the additions A/P and Eco and Areal)
 — SNBS (Silver, Gold, Platinum and Areal)
 — DGNB (Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, In Use and 

Quarter)

Financing and refinancing of buildings with an official 
building energy certificate (GEAK). The following ap-
plies: The relevant rating categories at the time of is-
sue may not fall below the rating A for residential buil-
dings. For non-residential buildings, the rating must not 
fall below B. The heating system used in residential and 
non-residential buildings must not emit any direct fossil 
greenhouse gas emissions.

Avowed UN Sustai-
nable Development 
Goals (SDGs)

Energy efficiency Financing and refinancing of energy-related renovations 
and other measures to increase energy efficiency. These 
must result in an improvement of the efficiency (at least 
10%), the U-value (at least 10%) or energy savings (at 
least 10%).

Prevention and 
reduction of 
environmental 
pollution

Financing and refinancing of heating replacement mea-
sures (fossil to renewable, with district heating and elec-
trically powered heating systems classified as renewa-
ble regardless of their primary energy source).

Financing and refinancing measures for the remediation 
of contaminated sites and building pollutants.

Renewable energies Financing, refinancing and maintenance of infrastructu-
res for the production and use of renewable energy (e.g. 
solar plants, small-scale hydropower plants (<10 MW), 
wind turbines, renewable and sustainably operated com-
bined heat and power plants (potentially used fuel wood 
products must be certified, e.g. FSC, potentially used 
gas must be biogas certified) as well as infrastructures 
for the use of waste heat from data centres and other 
industrial processes).

The following table describes the eligibility criteria for the assessment of eligible green as-
sets and projects.
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2.3 Management of proceeds

HIAG will maintain a list of eligible green as-
sets and projects for the allocation of pro-
ceeds from green financing. The list is inten-
ded to ensure that the proceeds from green 
financing are only used to finance or refinan-
ce green assets and projects.

If an eligible green asset or project no longer 
qualifies as green, or if the underlying project 
or asset is sold or lost, the corresponding 
proceeds must be compensated in a timely 
manner through other eligible green assets 
or projects. The funds can also be reallocated 
to other green assets or projects during the 
term of a green financing initiative.

HIAG‘s CEO, CFO and sustainability officer 
are responsible for the compilation and ma-
nagement of the list of eligible green assets 
and projects as well as the corresponding 
allocation of proceeds from green financing. 
They have to keep records of any changes 
and ensure that the sum of the proceeds all-
ocated to a particular green asset or project 
from one or more green financing sources 
does not exceed its value. In this context, all 
green financing is considered in aggregate 
within the framework of a portfolio approach. 
As long as the list shows a positive balance of 
eligible assets and projects, the net proceeds 
can be used in accordance with the existing 
sustainability goals and eligibility criteria set 
out in this Green Financing Framework. Tem-
porary excess proceeds must be used in ac-
cordance with this Green Financing Frame-
work and in coordination with HIAG‘s liquidity 
and cash management. The listed exclusion 
criteria must be observed.

It is explicitly not permitted to use the pro-
ceeds for the following direct activities of 
HIAG:

 — research and/or development in the field 
of offensive weapons;

 — extraction of potentially environmentally 
harmful resources (such as rare earths or 
fossil fuels);

 — projects that are realised with child la-
bour, forced labour or other conditions 
that violate human rights.

2.2 Process for project eva-
luation and selection

the assessment and selection of eligible 
green assets, compliance with the above re-
quirements is crucial. HIAG sets itself high 
sustainability standards when implementing 
projects. This ensures a careful analysis of 
the negative effects on people and the envi-
ronment. This also applies to the acquisition 
of new properties, for which comprehensive 
ESG due diligence is mandatory. Internal re-
quirements are set out in regularly updated 
sustainability guidelines, codes and other 
comparable documents. The current versi-
ons of these documents are available here.

HIAG‘s CEO, CFO and sustainability officer 
are responsible for evaluating and selecting 
suitable projects. They are responsible for 
maintaining an up-to-date list of eligible pro-
jects at all times. They do this as follows:

 — Annual review and approval of new eligi-
ble assets in accordance with the eligibili-
ty criteria set out in this Green Financing 
Framework.

 — Annual review of previously declared eli-
gible assets to confirm ongoing complian-
ce.

 — Annual confirmation that eligible green 
assets comply with applicable environ-
mental and social standards, local laws 
and regulations, and HIAG‘s sustainability 
strategy.
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2.4 Reporting

Impact report
The report also shall include the disclosure of 
performance indicators for assets and pro-
jects financed through green financial instru-
ments. For financed green assets that are not 
yet in operation, HIAG endeavours to provide 
estimates of future performance levels. HIAG 
will focus on energy savings, the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions and the produc-
tion of renewable energy. The following is a 
non-exhaustive list containing examples of in-
dicators that can be used by HIAG.

As part of its annual sustainability reporting, 
HIAG will publish a report on the use of pro-
ceeds from green financing and compliance 
with the usage criteria set out in the Green 
Financing Framework. The report shall be 
published for as long as funding is outstan-
ding in connection with this Green Financing 
Framework. The report shall contain infor-
mation on the use (allocation report) and the 
impact (impact report) of the proceeds from 
green financing.

Allocation report
HIAG discloses the following information in 
the allocation report. The reported data re-
fers to the end of the previous year.

 — Reporting on the use of proceeds at pro-
ject and property level;

 — Comparison of the total outstanding 
green financing and the value of projects 
and properties on the list of eligible green 
assets and projects;

 — Proportion of proceeds from green finan-
cing used for new investments in the pre-
vious financial year.

 

HIAG site in Niederhasli (ZH)
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Indicators of the impact reportEligibility criteria for eligible green assets and 
projects

Financing and refinancing of buildings and sites 
that meet the following certification criteria, 
among others:

 — Minergie (incl. the additions A/P and Eco 
and Areal)

 — SNBS (Silver, Gold, Platinum and Areal)
 — DGNB (Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, Quar-

ter, and In Use)

Financing and refinancing of buildings with an 
official building energy certificate (GEAK). The 
following applies: The valuation categories rele-
vant at the time of issue may not fall below the 
A rating for residential buildings. In the case of 
non-residential buildings, the rating must not fall 
below B. The heating system used in residential 
and non-residential buildings must not emit any 
direct fossil greenhouse gas emissions.

Name of the underlying certificate / certificate 
incl. valuation and valuation date

Expected energy consumption (kWh/m2
ERA) 

and associated greenhouse gas emissions  
(CO2e/m2

ERA) per area unit
 

Financing and refinancing of energy-related re-
novations and other measures to increase ener-
gy efficiency. These must result in an improve-
ment of the efficiency (at least 10%), the U-value 
(at least 10%) or energy savings (at least 10%).

Improvement of the efficiency in % 
Improvement of the U-value in %
Expected energy savings in %
Expected reduction in greenhouse gas emissions 
in %

Financing and refinancing of heating replace-
ment measures (fossil to renewable, whereby 
district heating and electrically operated heating 
systems are classified as renewable regardless 
of their primary energy source).

Financing and refinancing of measures for the 
remediation of contaminated sites and building 
pollutants.

Estimate of the annual CO2 emissions saved du-
ring operation in %

Quantity of remediated contaminated sites in m3 
and description of the contaminated sites
Description of the pollutants removed
 

Financing, refinancing and maintenance of in-
frastructures for the production and use of re-
newable energy (e.g. solar plants, small-sca-
le hydropower plants (<10 MW), wind turbines, 
renewable and sustainably operated combined 
heat and power plants (potentially used fuel 
wood products must be certified, e.g. FSC, po-
tentially used gas must be biogas certified) as 
well as infrastructures for the use of waste heat 
from data centres and other industrial proces-
ses).

Output of the affected plants
 — kWp for solar systems
 — kW for other power plants
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The financial data and other information presented herein represent selected information. 
The Green Financing Framework does not constitute a prospectus or similar communication 
as defined by Articles 35 et seq. and 69 of the Swiss Financial Services Act (FinSA). The infor-
mation contained in this Green Financing Framework should not be considered a substitute 
for economic, legal, tax or other advice. An investment decision with respect to securities of 
HIAG Immobilien Holding AG may only be made on the basis of the relevant offering prospec-
tus, which may have been published in accordance with Swiss law or another applicable law. 
The information in this Green Financing Framework does not constitute an offer, invitation or 
recommendation to buy, hold or sell shares or other financial instruments of HIAG Immobilien 
Holding AG.

The information contained in this Green Financing Framework is only accurate as at the date 
of publication of this Green Financing Framework, and delivery of this Green Financing Fra-
mework at a later date does not imply that the information in this Green Financing Framework 
is accurate and up to date as at that later date. The information contained herein is subject 
to change without notice. HIAG does not assume any responsibility or obligation to update or 
revise this information, whether or not these statements are affected by new information, fu-
ture events or otherwise. HIAG may update and amend this Green Financing Framework from 
time to time at its sole discretion. This allows HIAG to react to any changes in market practice, 
regulatory requirements and/or its business activities.

This information or copies thereof may not be sent or taken to or distributed in any country 
where such transmission or distribution would be unlawful. This document may contain cer-
tain forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are inherently subject to risks 
and uncertainties because they relate to future events and circumstances. Actual results may 
differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.

Contact

HIAG
Aeschenplatz 7
4052 Basel
T + 41 61 606 55 00

Löwenstrasse 51
8001 Zurich
T + 41 44 404 10 30

Rue Francois-Bonivard 10
1201 Geneva
T +41 33 304 10 30 
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